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Warning! These blocks can be addictive!
Rachaeldaisy’s fantastical designs are colourful
and whimsical circles made of Prairie Points
using all types of fabrics – from silk, taffeta,
silk organza, recycled shirts, hankies and linen
– and then she embellishes them with doilies,
yo-yo’s, rickrack, buttons ... you name it! The
result is an explosion of trendy and Bohemian
quilts. Includes 15 projects plus 10 models of
blocks with tips and tricks from Rachaeldaisy.
From Quiltmania with text in English and French.
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Can Do Picks

$69.99

Plant Lady Embroidery

Felted Animal Knits

300 Botanical Embroidery Motifs &
Designs to Stitch
Applemints

20 Keep-Forever Friends to Knit, Felt
and Love
Catherine Arnfield

Brimming with over 300 botanical
motifs, this wonderful resource will
provide inspiration and instructions for
embroidery artists and flower ladies
everywhere. This collection features
designs including flowers, ferns, succulents,
leaves, bees and garden scenes. The book
includes basic embroidery instruction
for stitches and transferring designs
onto fabric. Original designs and clear
instructions make this book a must have for
any embroidery enthusiast’s library.

Catherine Arnfield shows how you to
knit, wet felt and needle felt a dozen
cute creatures. Whatever your skill
level, a friendly and comprehensive
techniques chapter is included on
knitting, wet felting and needle felting,
all accompanied by clear, fully-illustrated
step-by-step instructions so you can
dive into your designs with confidence
and creativity. The tools and materials
needed are basic, easy to source and cost very little, making these fuzzy
critters perfect for beginner crafters, or more experienced knitters and
felters looking for fresh ideas and effortless projects.

$29.99

Paperback

260 x 210mm

120pp

200377

Walk, Jog, Run: A FreeMotion Quilting Workout

$38.99

Paperback

260 x 205mm

160pp

200307

Sashiko Handy Pocket Guide

Muscle-Memory-Building Exercises,
Projects & Tips Dara Tomasson
Whether you’re a total beginner or
coming in with a few races under your
belt, you can confidently walk, jog or
run the path to quilting success! This
beginner-friendly guide includes plenty
of inspiration and coaching to help you
move beyond the basics of free-motion
quilting. • Get warmed up with 4 chapters to teach you the basics of
free-motion quilting • Exercise your free-motion skills with 10 practice
workouts to get you moving • Sprint to the finish line with 17 exciting
projects to showcase your talents.

Sylvia Pippen shares everything from a bit of
history and applications for sashiko to the
necessary supplies, how to mark the designs
and stitching techniques. Even learn how to
create your own sashiko design from your
favorite inspirational photo! Or use one of the
twenty-seven included designs. • Sashiko is easy
to do on the go and this guide is perfect to go
with you • 27 designs in a handy pocket size • Tips and tricks to make
sashiko embroidery more successful, including how to prepare the
thread, how to avoid pulling, successful stitching and even ironing.

Paperback

255 x 205mm

144pp

200043

Order online www.candobooks.com.au

Quilting, Patchwork & Appliqué
Blocks Tacha Bruecher

Follow step-by-step instructions from expert
Tacha Bruecher for preparing and piecing
using a foundation, then try out the technique
with ten fun and graphic paper-pieced blocks.
Includes techniques for both traditional
foundation paper and freezer paper, as well
as where and why to use each. This petite
paperback is the perfect size for your purse
or sewing kit. • Take it with you anywhere – classes, retreats, anywhere
you sew! • Quick and easy reference to all things paper piecing, with ten
block patterns to get you started • Fall in love with foundation piecing,
and share this giftable guide with everyone you know who loves to quilt.

Paperback

150 x 100mm

48pp

200045

Sew Very Easy Quilt Favorites
12 Skill-Building Projects from Laura Coia
Laura Coia
Laura Coia shares written patterns to help
you learn the basics of quiltmaking, from
cutting and pressing to borders and finishing.
Then practice your skills with a dozen
beautiful projects – quilts you’ll come back to
time and time again – all suitable for beginners
and beyond.You can even use pre-cuts for a
quick and easy finish! • Learn to quilt with
Laura Coia, the YouTube star behind Sew Very
Easy videos • Follow along with a dozen of her most popular projects,
finally in printed patterns • Up your quilting game with construction
basics, plus expert tips and tricks.

$36.99

Paperback

280 x 215mm

64pp

200044

The Seedling Quilts 11 English

Paper Pieced and Appliquéd Panels
Inspired by Medical Herbs Jodi Godfrey

With 11 English paper pieced and appliquéd
panels inspired by medicinal herbs, The
Seedling Quilts is a stitchy journey through an
ancient herb garden. Each chapter includes
a fun little herbal history, a seedlings panel
pattern and a complete quilt design using
the same blocks. Enjoy creating your own
beautiful garden of quilts through the quiet,
joyful process of English paper piecing.

$34.99

Paperback

280 x 215mm

Paperback

150 x 100mm

48pp

200046

Gift certificates available too!

112pp

190878

Paperback

280 x 215mm

112pp

140049

The Ultimate Sashiko
Sourcebook Patterns, Projects and

$24.99

Magazine			

Simply Moderne 19 is packed with inspirational
quilting features and projects. • Features:
Report: The Festival of Quilts, Exhibition:
25th European Patchwork Meeting, Report:
Modern Quilt Show Australia 2019. • Projects
with patterns and instructions: Those Trees,
Technical Lesson and Clutch bag, Grey as Well,
Lumen, Diamanté, Gridlock, Stockings Quilt,
Christmas on the Farm, Fly Out of the Box,
Through the Woods, Detectable Warnings, To
the Point, New Leaf.

$24.99

Magazine			

Simply Vintage 33 features 20 projects with
patterns and instructions including: • Miss
Molly Claus designed and made by par
Valérie Briot Schmidt • Currant Pinwheels
designed, made and quilted by Robin Koehler
for Nestlings by Robin • Madame Snow Pal
designed and made by Bill Locke for Bill
Locke Designs • Christmas Goat designed
and made by Nancee Ariagno for The
Cooperage • Basket Weave Baskets designed,
made and quilted by Laural Arestad for Simply
Put Plus.

Magazine			

Simple Knots and Natural Dyes
Isabella Strambio

This book will show you how to create
breathtaking works of wall art and statement
home décor all made using simple macramé
knots, natural dyes and 100 per cent recycled
materials. Start by learning 18 key knots and 8
beautiful patterns, all shown clearly using stepby-step photography. The 16 easy-to-follow
projects are divided into 4 chapters: Macramé on the wall, Macramé to
hang, Macramé for indoors & outdoors, and Macramé to decorate.

$36.99

Paperback

260 x 205mm

For Mixed-Media and Textile Artists
Shelley Rhodes

128pp

014912

All Things Quilting

280 x 215mm

200306

Hardback

275 x 215mm

128pp

180624

Lifelike Artist Dolls HowTo and Inspiration from Lynn
Cartwright’s Studio Lynn Cartwright

Alex Anderson’s big book of quilting
includes indispensable, straightforward
advice – essential tools, binding basics and
easy-to-understand piecing and appliqué.
Whether you’re a beginner or an experienced
quilter, this must-have compendium will find
a permanent home next to your sewing
machine! • Lessons on fabrics, colour theory,
rotary cutting, piecing, appliqué, paper
foundation piecing, settings, borders, hanging
sleeves, labels and more • Must-read tips
for quilters of all skills levels • Complete
quiltmaking course in a book • Helpful how-to
photography and stunning finished quilts.

Paperback

128pp

The artist’s sketchbook offers an exciting
platform to explore a host of mixed media
techniques. Using a combination of paper,
textiles, found objects, pencil, ink and paint,
Shelley Rhodes shows how a sketchbook can
act as an illustrated diary, a visual catalogue of
a journey or experience or as a starting point
for more developed work. Whether out on
location or in the studio, she explores every
stage of the creative process, from initial inspiration to overcoming the
fear of a blank page, manipulating paper and images and incorporating
‘found’ objects to build a sketchbook that is both beautiful and inspiring.

$44.99

From First Step to Last Stitch
Alex Anderson

$44.99

200403

Macramé for the Modern
Home 16 Stunning projects using

Lavish colour photos and step-by-step text
teach everything you need to know to get the
most from sashiko, from selecting fabrics and
threads to marking and stitching the patterns.
The 10 project chapters show how to master
over 100 stunning decorative patterns using
quick and easy techniques as you create long
samplers, greetings cards, table mats, cushions,
tote bags, kinchaku bags and a table runner.
Additional features include: • Sashiko history • Library of moyozashi and
hitomezashi patterns and motifs • Gallery of sashiko masterpieces.

275 x 215mm

200402

Simply Vintage 33

Sketchbook Explorations

Paperback

200401

Simply Moderne 19

Inspirations Susan Briscoe

$39.99

190469

Fibre Arts

Create landscapes filled with fanciful flowers
and creatures from field, forest and ocean.
In a style that’s part folk, part contemporary,
and entirely delightful, easy freezer-paper
techniques and wool felt make the stitching
go quickly. Add to the fun by embellishing with
hand embroidery and machine quilting. • 15
projects for all skill levels: quilts, pillows, bags,
sewing kit, needle case and more • Give your appliqué a fresh new look
by mixing wool with cotton and linen fabrics • Includes instructions for
13 embroidery stitches.

$44.99

264pp

Features in Quiltmania No 135 include:
• Meet Dale Allen-Rowse • Exhibition: the
45th anniversary of the International Quilt
Festival in Houston • Historical Quilts: The
Acton Top at Gunnersbury Park Museum
• Quilts & Enchanting home: Sue Ross. Quilt
and patchwork projects with patterns and
instructions: • Springmead by Sue Delves
• Mystery quilt, part 1 by Sarah Maxwell
• Love is the answer by Phyllis Meiring
• Lattice Garden by Jessie Fincham • Open
Windows by Deanne Eisenman.

$24.99

Wild Blooms & Colorful
Creatures 15 Appliqué Projects:
Quilts, Bags, Pillows & More
Wendy Williams

Paper Piecing Handy Pocket
Guide All the Basics & Beyond, 10

$12.99

$12.99

260 x 210mm

Quiltmania No 135

27 Designs, Tips & Tricks for Successful
Stitching
Sylvia Pippen

$44.99

Paperback

The amazingly realistic artist dolls of
Lynn Cartwright celebrate diverse
cultures and ethnicities, from Native
American to African, and are widely
acclaimed in the doll market. Here, in
a photo-rich combination of how-to
and inspiration, Cartwright provides
a window into her doll-making studio process, and offers her tips and
techniques. Follow her step-by-step guidance through key parts of
the process, from material choices to armatures to facial modelling
to accuracy in costuming, making this a valuable resource for doll
collectors, makers and enthusiasts.

176pp

150691

$52.99

Paperback

215 x 275mm

128pp

180251

Embroidery

Sewing

Knitting & Crochet

Goldwork Embroidery

Sewing Bags and Pouches

Fairytale Blankets to Crochet

Techniques & Projects Lizzy Pye

35 Bags & Pouches all with Full-Size
Patterns

10 Fantasy-Themed Children’s Blankets for
Storytime Cuddles Lynne Rowe

This book shows teaches you how to create
a variety of bags using up to 35 different
patterns. Bag types include Boston style bags,
Backpacks, pochettes, drawstring and pouches
which come with full size sewing patterns so
you can easily sew and customise your very
own bag.

Here are 10 fun, fairytale projects to crochet,
including a deer, a dragon, a lion and a unicorn.
Each blanket can be made in two sizes: for
toddlers (age two to four) and for young
children (age five to seven). Every blanket tells
a story, with pockets on the sides for snuggly
paws and different tails. Along with crochet
techniques, there are suggestions for varying
the yarn colour to create a different character
(changing a polar bear into a brown bear, for example) and you can
choose between a rounded or a pointed hood. Lynne has also designed
a strip of matching bunting to accompany each project.

Goldwork must be the most dramatic of
the embroidered arts. The smallest addition
of metal thread to a piece of embroidery
can lend immediate visual impact, and yet
the technique can also be beautifully subtle.
A design stitched in goldwork will be rich
in texture, shine and sparkle, and metal
threads can be combined beautifully with
other techniques. Aimed at guiding you
through each stitch and technique, and with tips for moving on to your
own designs, this book is full of practical instruction. With its high level
of detail and over 600 photographs, it will be a treasured companion,
whether you are a novice or an experienced embroiderer.

$54.99

Paperback

260 x 215mm

176pp

190955

Lovely Little Hand
Embroidery Projects for Holidays
& Every Day Shirley Hudson

Capture the magic of holidays (and every
day!) with 30 hand-embroidery projects.
Starting with simple stitches, you’ll add sweet
sayings and motifs to home decor and gifts.
Sew up country-cute pincushions, modern
mug rugs, vintage-inspired pillows and more!
Whether you’re refreshing your home decor
or sharing meaningful handmade gifts with a
friend, you’ll love how quick and easy it is to
sew up seasonal designs for each month of the year. • Small, quick and
easy hand-embroidery projects to stitch all year long • Bring meaning
to the holidays – 30 seasonal projects to sew and share • Cheerful
illustrations to take your vintage-modern handmades to another level.

$44.99

Paperback

280 x 215mm

96pp

200042

Hand-Stitched Landscapes &
Flowers Katrina Witten
This book is a beautiful exploration of the
potential of embroidery in depicting the
natural world. Katrina Witten uses no more
than six simple stitches for each embroidery,
plus delicate embellishments and an array of
techniques and fabrics to portray pastoral
scenes of fields, flowers and creatures with
eye-catching three-dimensional effects.
There are ten detailed projects to try,
depicting, among others, a hedgerow, a
bluebell-emblazoned woodland, sunflowers, a
poppy field and a summer scene of buddleia,
butterflies and bees.

$47.99

Paperback

280 x 215mm

146pp

190008

Inspirations #106 showcases an exciting
introduction to Chinese Random Stitch
Embroidery by Margaret Lee, who has used
these techniques to work the stunning
pomegranate on the cover in vibrant
shades of red. There is also a feature
on figurative stumpwork by Kay Dennis
and you will continue your stitching
adventures with a flamboyant threadpainted hummingbird, exquisite whitework
in Hardanger and Schwalm, beautiful crewel and surface embroidery
worked on a linen tote or drawstring bag and delightful, dimensional
woodland-themed sewing accessories.

Magazine			

200078

Ribbonwork Embroidery
Techniques and Projects Sophie Long
Ribbon embroidery is a simple, beautiful
and versatile technique that dates back to
the seventeenth century. This book brings it
up to date with fresh instruction on floral
classics, as well as stunning contemporary
designs. With over 400 colour step-bystep photographs to guide your through
each stitch, it demonstrates the speed and
simplicity of ribbonwork with techniques
to add detail and depth to a piece of
embroidery. • Detailed instructions explain how ribbonwork can
be combined with a range of other techniques • Help and advice
is provided throughout on working with silk ribbons • Projects
demonstrate how to use the stitches in designs.

Paperback

260 x 215mm

160pp

170380

Willing Hands The Counted

Thread Embroidery of Betsy Morgan
Betsy Morgan

Betsy Morgan has designed a charming
selection of small projects to match each
etui including scissor sheaths and fobs,
thread winders, needlebooks, pincushions
and thimble cases. Worked in counted
thread techniques using hand-dyed silk
threads, each etui is adorned with exquisite
motifs based on themes including antique
toys, Elizabethan caskets, pioneer samplers
and beloved fruits and flowers. Eight
captivating etuis with coordinating accessories are included, along with
colour charts to guide every stitch. Detailed instructions are provided
for every step from stitching to construction.

$49.99

Paperback

280 x 240mm

270 x 200mm

80pp

190964

Enchanted Projects Crystal Allen

With material lists, templates, step-by-step
photos and easy-to-follow instructions (along
with a whole bunch of glitter, rainbows and cat
puns), this book is filled with magical projects
that crafters of all ages and experience levels
will enjoy! It’s guaranteed to provide hours
of enchanted fun. Projects include: • Smitten Kitten Caticorn Ombre
Picture Frames • Cotton Candy Caticorn Bath Bombs • Sleepy Kitty
No-Sew Sleep Masks • Meow-gical Unikitty Flair Pins
• And much more!

$29.99

Hardback

190 x 190mm

176pp

191031

Sewing Knits from Fit to Finish
Proven Methods for Conventional
Machine and Serger Linda Lee

Here is all the instruction you need to sew soft
knit fabrics using professional techniques. This
comprehensive reference book from Linda
Lee (designer of the Sewing Workshop pattern
range) includes methods for both conventional
sewing machines and sergers, and it includes
precise construction notes and how-to photos
along the way. The book moves step-by-step
through the sewing process, including: • Preparing fabric before it’s cut
• Transferring pattern markings onto knit fabrics • Organizing a
garment’s construction • Sewing seams and selecting seam style
• Utilizing stabilizers and inserting closures • Sewing a hem and selecting
a hem style • Adding embellishments to create a more unique garment.

Paperback

275 x 215mm

144pp

160968

Make & Mend The Japanese Art of
Sashiko Embroidery Jessica Marquez

Beautiful Needlework

$52.99

Paperback

Caticorn Crafts 25 Purr-fectly

$29.99

Inspirations #106 – The
Art of Stitch The World’ Most

$16.95

$29.99

168pp

190616

Make & Mend is an exquisite, full-colour
guide to sashiko, a simple Japanese stitching
technique that uses stunning patterns to
decorate or repair clothing, accessories and
home textiles requiring no special equipment
other than a sewing needle and some thread!
Sashiko is traditionally used to mend and
repair clothing and textiles, but it can just as easily be used to create
beautiful, decorative projects for the home. With 15 projects applying
a modern, on-trend aesthetic to this ancient craft, the book shows
you how to apply sashiko stitching to a variety of craft projects, such
as repairing torn jeans, altering a hem, and making decorative pillows,
napkins, a tablecloth and a totebag.

$24.99

Paperback

165 x 195mm

160pp

190626

Papercrafts
Upcycling Books Decorative
Objects Julia Rubio

Through 20 do-it-yourself projects, Upcycling
Books gives your tattered friends a new lease
on life. With simple techniques and common
household materials, you can upcycle an old
atlas, dog-eared comics, or an obsolete set
of encyclopaedias. • Projects include party
decorations, a woven basket, a smartphone
charger, a mail organizer, a secret storage box
and an origami lampshade • Links to videos
show a process or technique in detail, while
templates can be printed for use • More than
30 variations and suggestions will inspire you.

$49.99

Paperback

280 x 215mm

144pp

191078

96pp

200140

Origami Paper 500 Sheets:
Nature Photos

190020

Knit 12 Well-dressed Animals, Their
Clothes and Accessories Louise Crowther
Learn to make an adorable collection of knitted
animal toys with these patterns by Louise
Crowther. Louise brings her unique style of
coordinated knitwear with cute colourwork
details to this collection of toy animal knitting
patterns. There are a total of 12 knitted animals
– each with their own unique personality and
style. The animals all have the same basic body,
with a few colour variations and tail additions, so the clothes can be
mixed and matched between them to create endless outfit possibilities.
Choose your favourite animals and outfits and have fun making the
perfect gift for friends and family.

$36.99

Paperback

275 x 210mm

128pp

190034

Lalyala’s Beetles, Bugs and
Butterflies A Crochet Story of Tiny

Creatures and Big Dreams Lydia Tressett
In this book, you will find not only a charming
selection of crochet patterns to create
scrabbling beetles, beautiful bugs and fluttering
butterfly crochet amigurumi, but also a
wonderful story to read out loud and ponder
on: a tale about growing up; accepting change
and the power of dreams. The wings and
hats are interchangeable so you can use the
patterns in this book to create new outfits
for your little insect friends. Give your caterpillar a new set of wings for
every day of the week, or cover your beetle in the most colourful wing
suits. Be inspired by nature to make creatures of your own creation. It’s
a great little world full of possibilities.

$39.99

Paperback

235 x 225mm

128pp

171154

128pp

180909

112pp

190494

136pp

180904

Cutest Crochet Creations
16 Cute Amigurumi Toys to Crochet
Alison North
This book will give you the method, patterns
and information on the yarns required to
create your own gorgeous fox, bird, doll, dog,
sheep, bunny and many other cute creatures.
A number of the patterns come with quirky
little extras such as flower crowns, dresses,
and other accessories which can be used
to personalise your creations. Suitable for
absolute beginners and more experienced
crocheters with step-by-step instructions and
high quality photographs to help you create
your own cute crocheted collection.

Paperback

280 x 215mm

Accessory			

Japanese Wonder Crochet introduces crafters
outside Japan to the wonderful crochet
techniques and charts that are so popular
within the country. The book shows a creative
approach to classic crochet stitches such as
Aran, herringbone, Bavarian, waffle, crocodile,
reversible crochet and many more. A swatch
pattern is provided for each stitch which helps
crocheters practice the mechanics of the
stitch before applying them to larger projects.
A guide to stitch symbols and extensive
lessons provide visual guidance. The 25
exciting projects provide something for every
level of time commitment from potholders
and cup cosies to tote bags and blankets.

$24.99

Paperback

280 x 215mm

Sweet Knits for Baby
30 Modern & Fresh Designs for 0–3
Years Jody Long
Sweet Knits for Baby is suitable for all levels
of knitters and offers a modern collection
packed with garments and accessories. The
patterns have a wide range of techniques
including cables, lace, intarsia and so much
more. All projects feature clear instructions
and colour photos. Projects include blankets,
cardigans, sweaters and accessories all sized
from 0–3 years.

This pack contains 500 high-quality origami
sheets printed with 12 different colourful
and attractive nature photographs including
Honeycomb, Butterflies, Green leaves, River
pebbles, Succulents and Kiwi. A booklet in
the pack provides instructions for a Crane,
Simple Swan, Pig, Tortoise, Japanese Lantern
and Cat’s Head.

$19.99

128pp

A Creative Approach to Classic Stitches
Nihon Vogue & Gayle Roehm

Here is all the information you need to create
your own elegant greeting cards with the
beauty of lifelike flowers. There are more than
30 dazzling designs for creative notes and floral
decorations. With just scissors, craft glue and
a few sheets of colourful heavyweight paper,
anyone can create floral gift cards, gift toppers
and place cards in no time at all! The simple
step-by-step instructions explain how to cut and assemble each card
and reusable templates allow you to reproduce the designs many times.

255 x 190mm

260 x 205mm

Japanese Wonder Crochet

Pop-up Cards, Greeting Cards, Gift Toppers
Emiko Yamamoto

Hardback

Paperback

Knitted Animal Friends

$34.99

Paper Flower Note Cards

$27.99

$34.99

190407

$29.99

Paperback

280 x 215mm

